The Pennsylvania State University
HUB-Robeson Addition and Renovation
University Park, PA
Work In Progress

• Form and Pour Grade Beams
• Formwork for Meeting Room Foundations
• Bookstore Level Roof Drain Leaders
• Temp Heat to Unit Heaters in Bookstore Basement
• Insulate Pipes in Food Service Crawlspace
• Relocate Electric Panel in Basement
• Relocate Car Chargers at Grange Building
• Excavate Food Service Crawlspace
• Weld Column Base Plates in Courtyard
• Weld Column Plates in Bookstore for Mezzanine
• Demo in Courtyard at Ground Level, 1st, and 2nd Level
Top of Parking Deck View
Loading Dock View
Bookstore Level Steel Prep for Ground Floor Mezzanine
Courtyard Demolition
Food Service Cooler Excavation
Planned Work

- Footer and Pier Reinforcement at LL.2 Line in Courtyard (Meeting Room Foundations)
- Form, Reinforce, and Pour Grade Beams for Meeting Room Foundations
- Form, Reinforce, and Pour Shear Wall at Northwest end of Courtyard
- Build Temp Walls at Pre Function Lounge for Meeting Room Overbuild
- Disconnect Utilities to Meeting Room Overbuild
- Demo at Meeting Room Overbuild for Setting New Steel
- Relocate Electric Panel in Basement
- Grange Parking Lot Work
- Food Service Crawlspace Excavation
- Courtyard Demolition at Ground Level Entrance
- Temporary Heat to Unit Heaters in Bookstore
- Steel Work for Bookstore Ground Level Mezzanine
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